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Negotiation of Purchase Price Is Only the Beginning — There’s More to Follow
A common misconception, espeA good buyer’s agent will not
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For-Sale-By-Owner (FSBO) proless than asking price, but will do a
cess, is that all real
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which provides a far more sophistiIn most transactions, however, cated basis for determining value.
there’s a whole lot more that hapThe next hurdle in virtually every
pens requiring the input of an ex- contract is inspection, when the
perienced agent.
buyer hires a professional inspecNegotiating the purchase price is tor to test all the systems in the
itself a matter requiring good infor- home from cellar to roof and unmation and skills. Sellers and buy- cover hidden or unknown defects.
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fails to uncover a collapsed sewer built in 2007-2008 just two
line, he is failing to avoid a multi- miles north of Golden near
thousand dollar repair which will
the intersection of Highway
invariably be paid for by the seller 93 and 58th Avenue. While
— if it is identified as a problem.
many of the homes back to
Negotiating inspections issues the highway, this home is
and reaching resolution between on the far edge of the subthe parties definitely benefits from division, and it is also on a
having an agent on your side who corner lot, giving a feeling
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on. Take a video tour at the website, then call me or your agent to see it!
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